AbstractÐThis paper begins with an overview of realistic fault models for dual-port memories, divided into single-port faults and faults unique for dual-port memories. The latter faults cannot be detected with the conventional single-port memory tests; they require special tests. A precise notation for all faults, such that ambiguities and misunderstandings will be prevented, has been emphasized. Next, the paper presents a methodology to design tests for realistic unique dual-port memory faults, resulting in a set of three linear singleaddressing tests which are merged into a single march test (March s2PF), and one linear double-addressing test (March d2PF). March s2PF and March d2PF have been implemented at Intel. The results show that they detect unique faults, i.e., faults that cannot be detected with conventional single-port memory tests. This make them very attractive industrially.
INTRODUCTION
F AST and efficient testing is an important step in any manufacturing process. With the recent advances in semiconductor technology, the design and use of memories for realizing complex systems-on-a-chip has been widespread. The cost of testing such memories increases rapidly with every generation [1] . Precise and realistic fault modeling, and efficient test design, in order to keep test cost and time within economically acceptable limits, are therefore essential.
A novel characteristic of today's memories is the presence of multiple ports to allow the two common operations (read and/or write) to be performed simultaneously. Testing of such Multiport (MP) memories requires special tests since the multiple and simultaneous access can sensitize faults that are different from the conventional single-port (SP) memory faults.
In spite of the growing use of MP memories, little experimental work has been published. In [2] , an ad hoc test with no specific fault model was described. In [3] , a BIST circuit, based on a serial interfacing technique for embedded dual-port(i.e, two-port (2P)) memories, was reported. However, the used fault models were very simplistic, and the proposed BIST requires a modification of the design. For the same fault models, modified march tests and BIST circuits were reported in [4] , [5] , [6] . In [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , it has been shown theoretically that the conventional tests for SP memories are insufficient for MP memories. Moreover, theoretical fault models, together with their tests were developed. However, the introduced fault models are not based on any experimental/industrial analysis. In addition, the proposed tests have a time complexity which is exponentially proportional with the number of ports of the MP memory; that makes them not practical. In [11] , port interferences in 2P memories were experimentally analyzed, based on an industrial design and SPICE simulation; however, the analysis was restricted to only the interference between the two ports. A similar, but theoretical work, has been reported in [12] .
It can be seen from the above that realistic fault models and optimal tests still have to be established. This paper deals with that subject and is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of realistic fault models for 2P memory cell arrays, as established by [13] . Section 3 establishes conditions for detecting two-port faults. Section 4 derives optimal march tests for such faults and classifies them. Section 5 presents the test strategy. Section 6 presents industrial test results, while Section 7 ends with conclusions. Fig. 1 shows a differential 2P memory cell that will be the subject of this paper. It has two read-write ports, i.e., both ports can be used for read as well as for write operations. The following operations are allowed to be performed:
FAULT MODELS FOR 2P-SRAMs
. Single read as well as write operations through each port. . Two simultaneous read operations to the same location, as well as to different locations. . Two simultaneous write operations to different locations. . Simultaneous read and write to different locations. . Simultaneous read and write to the same locations.
However, in that case, the read data will be discarded, i.e, the write operation has a high priority. Many faults in a memory circuit are caused by undesired particles called spot defects (SDs). Depending on their conductivity, they can cause undesired connections or disconnections in the memory. They can be divided into three groups: opens, shorts, and bridges; whereby an open is an extra resistance within a connection, a short is an undesired resistive path between a node and V cc or V ss , while a bridge is an undesired resistive path between two connections, which are not V cc or V ss .
In [13] , a complete experimental analysis for opens, shorts, and bridges in a differential 2P memory cell has been done, similar to that done for single-port SRAMs [14] . The SPICE simulation of all possible SDs at the electrical level of the memory cell has been performed by examining the resistance range of each SD from 0 to I, e.g., for shorts, the first simulation has been done for the case that R sh H. If no fault occurs in this case, then it does not make sense to simulate other cases for bigger values of R sh . The boundary between the different behaviors of the cell (i.e., proper operation, faulty behavior), is searched by stepping through the resistor value range. This stepping is started for shorts by R sh IH k in which k is increased by 1 each time (starting by k H). If a transition between two different behaviors occurs, then the region between IH k and IH kI for shorts is examined with a step size of IH k . These actions are repeated until the boundary has been found with the desired accuracy. The used simulation methodology verifies all allowed operations in the analyzed 2P memory. During the simulation, any faulty behavior (in the presence of a certain SD) is reported in terms of a fault primitive (FP). An FP is a compact notation describing the fault. The simulation results show that the sensitized FPs are strongly dependent on the resistance value of the defect.
The faults caused by the SDs, and expressed in terms of FPs, are translated into functional fault models (FFMs). These are used to design tests, e.g., a stuck at fault (SAF) is a FFM, while the MATS+ [15] test has been designed to detect SAFs. An FFM is defined as a nonempty set of FPs. This section gives FFMs based on FPs, as established by [13] , [14] . The FFMs for 2P memories are divided into single-port FFMs and two-port FFMs.
Single-Port FFMs
Single-port FFMs (abbreviated as IP F s) are divided into faults involving a single-cell (1PF1s) and faults involving two-cell (1PF2s); see Fig. 2 . The 1PF1s consist of single-cell FPs; they have the property that the cell used for sensitizing the fault is the same cell as where the fault appears. The 1PF2s have the property that: a) the application of a singleport operation (solid arrow in Fig. 2 ) to the aggressor cell (c a ), b) the state of the cell c a (dashed arrow in the figure), or c) the application of a single-port operation to the victim cell (c v ) with cell c a in certain state, has as a consequence that a fault will be sensitized in the cell c v .
Before listing the 1PFs, a precise compact notation, referred as a fault primitive (FP), which will prevent ambiguities and misunderstandings, will be introduced.
. < S=F =R > (or < S=F =R > v ): denotes an FP involving a single-cell; the cell c v (victim cell) used to sensitize a fault is the same as where the fault appears. S describes the value/operation sensitizing the fault; S P fH; I; wH; wI; w 4; w 5; rH; rI; Vg, whereby H (I) denotes a zero (one) value, wH (wI) denotes a write 0 (1) operation, w 4 (w 5 ) denotes an up (down) transition write operation, rH (rI) denotes a read 0 (1) operation, and V denotes any operation (V P fH; I; wI; wH; w 4; w 5; rI; rHg). If the fault effect of S appears after a time T , then the sensitizing operation is given as S T .
Denotes an FP involving two cells; S a describes the sensitizing operation or state of the aggressor cell (a-cell); while S v describes the sensitizing operation or state of the victim cell (v-cell). The a-cell (c a ) is the cell sensitizing a fault in an other cell called the v-cell (c v ). The set S i is defined as:
S i P fH; I; wH; wI; w 4; w 5; rH; rIgi P fa; vg:
In both notations, F describes the value of the faulty cell (v-cell); F P fH; I; 4; 5; cg, whereby 4 (5 ) denotes an up (down) transition and c denotes an undefined state of the cell (e.g., the voltage of the true and the false node of the cell are the same). R describes the logical value which appears at the output of the SRAM if the sensitizing operation applied to the v-cell is a read operation: R P fH; I; c; Àg, whereby c denotes an undefined or random logical value. An undefined logical value can occur if the voltage difference between the bit lines (used by the sense amplifier) is very small. A ªÀº in R means that the output data is not applicable, e.g., if S wH, then no data will appear at the memory output, and for that reason R is replaced by a ªÀ.º
The 1PF1 Fault Subclass
The 1PF1 faults are FFMs consisting of single-port, singlecell FPs. They consist of nine FFMs [13] , [14] , and are listed in Table 1 . The first column in the table gives the abbreviation of the FFM, while the second column shows the FPs the FFM consists of. The nine 1PF1s are:
The logic value of a cell is always ª0º or ª1.º The SAF consists of two FPs: < V=H=À > , and < V=I=À > . 
Two-Port FFMs
In the representation of the 2PFs, the following terminology will be reintroduced [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] :
. Strong Fault: This is a memory fault that can be fully sensitized by an operation, e.g., an SP write or read operation fails, two simultaneous read operations fail, etc. That means that the state of the v-cell is incorrectly changed, cannot be changed, or that the sense amplifier(s) return(s) an incorrect results. . Weak Fault: This is a fault which is partially sensitized by an operation, e.g., due to a defect that creates a small disturbance of the voltage of the true node of the cell. However, a fault can be fully sensitized (i.e., becomes strong) when two (or more) weak faults are sensitized simultaneously since their fault effects can be additive. This may occur when a 2P operation is applied. Note that in the presence of a weak fault, all SP (read and write) operations pass correctly and that the 2P operations may pass correctly. The latter will be the case if the fault effects of the weak faults are not sufficient enough to fully sensitize a fault. Two-port faults (2PFs) cannot be sensitized using SP operations; they require the use of the two ports simultaneously. The 2PFs can be considered as a combination of two weak faults. The fault effects of two or more weak faults may be additive and, hence, fully sensitize a fault when the weak faults are sensitized simultaneously.
2PFs can be divided into faults involving a single cell (2PF1s) and faults involving two cells (2PF2s) [13] ; see Fig. 3 .
The 2PF1s are based on a combination of two single-cell weak faults. In addition, the two a-cells are the same as the v-cell. In order to sensitize a 2PF1, the same cell has to be acted upon simultaneously via the two ports. To denote a 2PF1 fault, the following notation will be used:
< S I X S P =F =R > v . It denotes a two-port FP involving a single cell (v-cell) . This FP requires the use of the two ports simultaneously. S I and S P describe the sensitizing operations or states of the cell; ª:º denotes the fact that S I and S P are applied simultaneously through the two ports. F describes the value of the v-cell. Note that the sensitizing operations are applied to the same cell as where the fault appears. R is the read result of S I (and/of S P ) if it is a read operation.
The 2PF2s are based on a combination of weak single-cell faults and weak faults involving two cells. Depending on to which cells the two simultaneous operations are applied (to the a-cell and/or to the v-cell), the 2PF2s are divided into three types (see Fig. 3 ):
1. The PP F P a : This fault is sensitized in cell c v by applying two simultaneous operations to the same aEcell c a (solid arrows in the Fig. 3 ). Note that, in this case, the 2PF is a combination of two weak faults involving two cells; both weak faults have the same a-cell as well as the same v-cell. To denote a PP F P a , the following notation is used:
< S a X S a ; S v =F =R > a;v . It denotes an FP whereby both sensitizing operations, S a , are applied simultaneously to the a-cell. S v denotes the state of the v-cell. F denotes the value of the faulty cell c v . Note that, in that case, R will be replaced with ªÀº since S v cannot be a read operation. 2. The PP F P v : This fault is sensitized in cell c v by applying two simultaneous operations to the same cell c v (solid arrows in Fig. 3 ), while the a-cell has to be in certain state (dashed arrow in the figure). Note that this fault is a combination of two weak faults: a single-cell weak fault and a weak weak fault involving two cells whereby the operation has to be performed to the v-cell while the a-cell has to be in a certain state. To denote a PP F P v , the following notation is used: < S a ; S v X S v =F =R > a;v . It denotes an FP whereby both sensitizing operations, S v , are applied simultaneously to the v-cell. S a describes the state of the a-cell. 3. The PP F P av : This fault is sensitized by applying two simultaneous operations: one to cell c a and one to cell c v ; see Fig. 3 . It is a combination of a single-cell weak fault and a weak fault involving two cells. Such fault is denoted as follows: < S a X S v =F =R > a;v . It denotes an FP whereby the sensitizing operation S a is applied to the a-cell simultaneously with the sensitizing operation S v is applied to the v-cell. In addition to the above introduced notation for FPs, the following notation will be used for describing 2PFs.
. < fault I > 8 < fault P > : denotes a 2PF consisting of two weak faults; ª8º denotes the fact that the two faults in parallel (i.e., simultaneously) form the 2PF. . F denotes a strong fault F, while wF denotes the weak fault F. For example, RDF denotes a strong Read Destructive Fault, while wRDF denotes a weak Read Destructive Fault. A taxonomy of all realistic 2PFs for the 2P memory cell array is given in Fig. 4 , while Table 3 shows the FPs of which each 2PF is composed. These 2PFs will be explained in detail in the following sections.
The 2PF1 Fault Subclass
The 2PF1 fault class consists of single-cell FPs, involving two simultaneous operations in order to be sensitized. They consist of three FFMs [13]:
1. wDRDF 8wDRDF : Applying two simultaneous read operations to a single cell causes the cell to flip; while the sense amplifiers return the correct values; see Fig. 3 . This is because the flipping of the cell happens relatively slowly. In order to detect this fault, at least an extra single read operation has to be performed to the same cell. The whhp8whhp consists of two FPs: < rH X rH= 4 =H > v (i.e., applying two simultaneous rH operations to cell c v will flip the cell to 1, and the sense amplifiers return the correct values), and < rI X rI= 5 =I > v . It can be caused by the following defects [13] a) drain/source of the pull-down transistor of the cell broken, b) true or false node shorted to V ss , and c) short between a cell's node and a word line of an adjacent cell. 2. wRDF 8wRDF : Applying two simultaneous read operations to a single cell causes the cell to flip and the sense amplifiers return incorrect values. The whp8whp consists of two FPs: < rH X rH= 4 =I > v and < rI X rI= 5 =H > v . It can be caused by the same defects as those causing the whhp8whhp, but with different resistance values of the defect. 3. wRDF 8wT F : A cell fails to undergo a write transition if a read operation is applied to the same cell simultaneously. The whp8wp consists of two FPs: < rH X w 4 =H=À > v and < rI X w 5 =I=À > v . It can be caused by bridges between bit lines belonging to the same column, to different ports and to different sides (i.e., true side and false side) of the cell [13] .
The 2PF2 Fault Subclass
The 2PF2s consist of FPs involving two cells and require two simultaneous operations in order to be sensitized; they are divided into three types [13] . The 2PF2 a : This type consists only of one FFM: wCF ds 8wCF ds . Applying two simultaneous operations to cell c a will sensitize a fault in cell c v , i.e., cell c v flips; see Fig. 3 . The wCF ds 8wCF ds consists of eight FPs: < wH X rd; H= 4 =À > , < wH X rd; I= 5 =À > , < wI X rd; H= 4 =À > , < wI X rd; I= 5 =À > , < rx X rx; H= 4 =À > , and < rx X rx; I= 5 =À > ; whereby x P fH; Ig, and d denotes the don't care value. Note that the < wH X rd; I= 5 =À > denotes only one FP since the read value is irrelevant; the read operation is used to sensitize the fault. Note also that < rx X rx; H= 4 =À > denotes two FPs since x P fH; Ig. The PpP a can be caused by bridges between nodes of adjacent cells belonging to the same row, to the same column, or on same diagonal. They can also be caused by a bridge between a node of a cell and a bit line of an adjacent cell in the same row [13] .
The 2PF2 v : This type can be caused by bridges between nodes of adjacent cells belonging to the same row, the same column, or on the same diagonal [13] . It consists of two FFMs:
1. wCF dr 8wDRDF : Applying two simultaneous read operations to cell c v will cause the cell to flip if cell c a is in a certain state. The read operations return correct values. The wgp dr 8whhp consists of four FPs: < H; rH X rH= 4 =H > , < H; rI X rI= 5 =I > , < I; rH X rH= 4 =H > , and < I; rI X rI= 5 =I > . 2. wCF rd 8wRDF : Applying two simultaneous read operations to cell c v will cause the cell to flip if cell c a is in a certain state. The read operations than return wrong values. The wCF rd 8wRDF consists of four FPs: < H; rH X rH= 4 =I > , < H; rI X rI= 5 =H > , < I; rH X rH= 4 =I > , and < I;rI X rI= 5 =H > .
The 2PF2 av : This type consists of three FFMs, caused by bridges between bit lines of different ports belonging to the same or to adjacent columns [13] .
1. wCF ds 8wRDF : A read operation applied to cell c v flips the cell and the sense amplifier returns an incorrect value if a write operation is applied to cell c a simultaneously. A wgp ds 8whp consists of four FPs: < wH X rH= 4 =I > , < wH X rI= 5 =H > , < wI X rH= 4 =I > , and < wI X rI= 5 =H > . 2. wCF ds 8wIRF : A read operation applied to cell c v returns an incorrect value if a write operation is applied to cell c a simultaneously. It should be noted that the state of cell c v does not change. A wgp ds 8wsp consists of f o u r F P s : < wH X rH=H=I > , < wH X rI=I=H > , < wI X rH=H=I > , and < wI X rI=I=H > . 3. wCF ds 8wRRF : A read operation applied to cell c v returns a random value if a write operation is applied to cell c a simultaneously. Note also here that the state of cell c v does not change. A wgp ds 8wp consists of f o u r F P s : < wH X rH=H=c > , < wH X rI=I=c > , < wI X rH=H=c > , and < wI X rI=I=c > . It should be noted that the above 2PFs are valid for 2P memories which support simultaneous reading and writing of the same location, whereby the read data is discarded. If this is not supported, then the FFM: whp8wp will not be realistic. In addition, the FFM: wgp ds 8wgp ds will consist only of the FPs sensitized by simultaneous read operations to the same location.
CONDITIONS FOR DETECTING 2PFs
This section gives conditions for detecting the 2PFs listed in the previous section; they will be used to derive tests. In order to describe conditions (tests) for 2PFs, the march notation used for SP memories has to be extended in order to be able to specify tests for MP memories.
Notation for March Tests
The extension will be done as follows:
. A complete march test is delimited by the ªfF F Fgº bracket pair; while a march element is delimited by the ªF F Fº bracket pair. The march elements are separated by semicolons and the operations within a march element are separated by commas. . The operations applied in parallel to the ports are separated using colons, and the port number to which each of the set of the parallel operations is applied is determined implicitly. For example, the march element rH X wI denotes two simultaneous operations: a rH operation applied to the first port (P1), and a wI operation applied to the second port (P2). . The character ªnº denotes no operation, while the character ªÀº denotes any allowed operation. For example, rH X n denotes a rH operation via P I, and no operation on P P. . The cell to which the operation is applied can be specified explicitly by subscripting the corresponding operation, e.g., rH r;c denotes a rH operation applied to the cell in row r and column c. . m : denotes an up addressing (B ), or a down addressing (C ) sequence. B RÀI r I H B RÀI r P r I I : denotes a nested addressing sequence, whereby r I goes from 0 to R À I; and for each value of r I , r P goes from r I I to R À I.
Conditions for Detecting 2PFs
The 2PFs are divided into 2PF1s and 2PF2s. The conditions for detecting such faults will be discussed separately; they will be used to derive functional tests.
Conditions for Detecting 2PF1s
The 2PF1 fault class consists three FFMs: whhp8whhp, whp8whp, and whp8wp; see Fig. 4 .
Conditions for Detecting wDRDF8wDRDF. The whhp8whhp consists of two fault primitives (FPs): < rH X rH= 4 =H > v and < rI X rI= 5 =I > v ; see Table 3 . It has to be considered only for 2P memories which allow for two simultaneous read operations of a same location (i.e., address). It is detectable if the following condition is satisfied:
A n y whhp8whhp fault will be detected by a march test which contains the two march elements of Case A and the two march elements of Case B; these four march elements may be combined into three, two, or a single march element.
. Case B (to detect < rI X rI= 5 =I > v ):
The first pair of simultaneous read operations through the two ports in each first march element sensitizes the fault, which will be detected by the single read operation of each second march element. Note that the single read operation can be replaced by simultaneous read operations (i.e., ªÀº, which denotes any allowed operation, can be replaced with a read operation).
C o n d i t i o n s f o r D e t e c t i n g wRDF8wRDF. T h e whp8whp consists of two FPs: < rH X rH= 4 =I > v and < rI X rI= 5 =H > v . It has to be considered only for 2P memories which allow for two simultaneous read operations of a same location. It is detectable if the following condition is satisfied: Condition wRDF8wRDF: Any whp8whp fault is detectable by a march test if the test contains the march element of Case A and the march element of Case B; these two march elements can be combined into a single march element.
. Case B (to detect < rI X rI= 5 =H > v ):
The pair of simultaneous read operations through the two ports in each march element sensitize and detect the fault. Note that any test detecting whhp8whhp will also detect whp8whp, since Condition whp8whp is a subset of Condition whhp8whhp.
Conditions for Detecting wRDF8wTF. The whp8wp c o n s i s t s o f t w o F P s : < rH X w 4 =H=À > v a n d < rI X w 5 =I=À > v . It only applies to 2P memories which allow for simultaneous read and write of the same location, whereby the read data will be discarded. Such faults are detectable if the following condition is satisfied: Condition wRDF8wTF: Any whp8wp fault will be detected by a march test which contains the pair of march elements of Case A and of Case B. The individual march elements may be combined into one, two, or three march elements.
. Case A (to detect < rH X w 4 =H=À > v ): m F F F ; wI X rHY m rI X À; F F F:
. Case B (to detect < rI X w 5 =I=À > v ):
The first pair of simultaneous operations through the two ports in each march element sensitize the fault, which will be detected by the second single read operations. Note that the single read operations can be replaced by simultaneous read operations (i.e., ªÀ,º which denotes any allowed operation, can be replaced with a read operation).
Conditions for Detecting all 2PF1s. The above three conditions can be merged into a single condition; the result, referred to as Condition PF1, is shown below. A test satisfying this condition detects all 2PF1 faults. Condition 2PF1: Any 2PF1 fault will be detected by a march test which contains both pairs of march elements of Case A (i.e., A.1 and A.2), or both pairs of march elements of Case B (i.e., B.1 and B.2). The two pairs of march elements A.1 and A.2 can be combined into one, two, three, four, or five march elements; while B.1 and B.2 can be combined into one, two, three, four, five, six, or seven elements.
. Case A:
. Case B:
1. T o d e t e c t < rH X rH= 4 =H > v , < rH X rH= 4 =I > v , and < rH X w 4 =H=À > v : m F F F ; rH X rHY m rH X À; F F FY m F F F ; wI X rHY m rI X À; F F F:
It should be noted that the Condition 2PF1 applies to a 2P memory supporting simultaneous read and write of the same location. If this is not the case, then the FFM whp8wp is not realistic; and as a consequence, Condition 2PF1 can be simplified to Condition whhp8whhp.
Conditions for Detecting 2PF2s
Depending on to which cells (to the a-cell and/or to the v-cell) the two simultaneous operations are applied, the 2PF2 class is divided into three types: PpP a , PpP v , and PpP av ; see Fig. 3 .
Conditions for Detecting 2PF2 a s. The PpP a consists of one FFM (i.e., wgp ds 8wgp ds ) with eight FPs: < wH X rdY H= 4 =À > , < wH X rdY I= 5 =À > , < wI X rdY H= 4 =À > , < wI X rdY I= 5 =À > , < rx X rxY H= 4 =À > , and < rx X rxY I= 5 =À > ; whereby x P fH; Ig and d is the don't care value. In order to detect any PpP a , we have:
1. to apply sensitizing operations to a cell c a ; a P fH; I; P; F F F ; n À P; n À Ig and 2. to detect the fault in cell c v ; v T i. The order in which c a has to be selected is not relevant. Therefore, the m nÀI aH address order can be specified. Condition 2PF2 a : Any PpP a is detectable by a march test which contains both march elements of Case A and both march elements of Case B.
. Case A: m nÀI aH rH X rH; F F F ; wI X rd; F F F ; rI X rI; F F F ; wH X rdY m nÀI aH rH X À; F F F:
. Case B: m nÀI aH rI X rI; F F F ; wH X rd; F F F ; rH X rH; F F F ; wI X rdY m nÀI aH rI X À; F F F:
Condition PpP a can be explained as follows: The operations in the first march element of Case A will sensitize all PpP a faults when the value of the fault effect is I, because that march element contains all sensitizing operations. If the address order of a is increasing, then Case A will detect the fault by the ªrH X rHº operation of the first march element if the v-cell has a higher address than the a-cell (i.e., v > a), and by ªrHº operation of the second march element if v < a. If the address order of a is decreasing, then Case A will detect the fault by the ªrH X rHº operation of the first march element if v < a, and by ªrHº operation of the second march element if v > a. A similar explanation can be given for Case B, which is required to sensitize and detect PpP a faults when the value of the fault effect is H.
Note that, in the above condition, simultaneous read and write of the same location is assumed to be supported. If this is not the case, then the PpP a will consist only of FPs sensitized by simultaneous read operations; as a consequence, the operations ªwx X rdº in Condition PpP a should be replaced with ªwy X n,º whereby n denotes no operation and x P fH; Ig.
Conditions for Detecting 2PF2 v s. The PpP v consists of two FFMs: wgp dr 8whhp and wgp rd 8whp, each with four FPs. The wgp dr 8whhp consists of < HY rH X rH= 4 =H > a;v ; < IY rH X rH= 4 =H > a;v , < HY rI X rI= 5 =I > a;v and < IY rI X rI= 5 =I > a;v ; while the wgp rd 8whp c o n s i s t s o f < HY rH X rH= 4 =I > a;v , < IY rH X rH= 4 =I > a;v , < HY rI X rI= 5 =H > a;v , a n d < IY rI X rI= 5 =H > a;v . In order to detect the presence of such faults in a cell c v , the following condition has to be satisfied:
C o n d i t i o n 2PF2 v : Any wgp dr 8whhp a n d wgp rd 8whp is detectable by a march test if the test selects all pairs of cells c a ; c v whereby a P fH; I; F F F ; v À I; v I; F F F ; n À P; n À Ig and each pair undergoes the four states 00, 01, 10, and 11. In addition, in each state, two simultaneous read operations, followed by at least a single read operation, have to be applied to the v-cell.
Condition PpP v can be explained as follows: When the pair of cells c a ; c v is in state 00, then the fault < HY rH X rH= 4 =I > a;v will be sensitized and detected by simultaneous read operations applied to the v-cell; while the fault < HY rH X rH= 4 =H > a;v will be sensitized. The extra (single) read operation will detect the last fault. A similar explanation can be given for the other three states.
Conditions for Detecting 2PF2 av s. The PpP av consists of t h r e e F F M s : wgp ds 8whp, wgp ds 8wsp, and wgp ds 8wp; each with four FPs. The wgp ds 8whp consists of < wI X rI= 5 =H > a;v , < wI X rH= 4 =I > a;v , < wH X rI= 5 =H > a;v a n d < wH X rH= 4 =I > a;v . T h e wgp ds 8wsp c o n s i s t s o f < wI X rI=I=H > a;v , < wI X rH=H=I > a;v , < wH X rI=I=H > a;v a n d < wH X rH=H=I > a;v ; while wgp ds 8wp consists of < wI X rI=I=c > a;v ; < wI X rH=H=c > a;v , < wH X rI=I=c > a;v , and < wH X rH=H=c > a;v . In order to detect the presence of such faults in cell c v , we have to:
1. select all pairs c a ; c v , whereby a P fH; I; F F F ; v À I; v I; F F F ; n À P; n À Ig; 2. apply sensitizing operations to the two cells, and 3. read the cell c v . The order in which c v will be selected is not important, the only requirement is that v has take on all values from the set fH; I; P; F F F ; n À P; n À Ig. The select order can be given as follows: m nÀI vH . In addition, the order in which c a will be selected is also not important; the only requirement is that a has to take on all values from the set fH; I; F F F ; v À I; v I; F F F ; n À P; n À Ig. Therefore, the select order can be given as follows: m vÀI aH and m nÀI avI . In the above, it is assumed that the a-cell as well as the v-cell can be any cell of the memory cell array. However, this is not the case in real designs. The inductive fault analysis and SPICE simulation [13] show that the PpP av can only be caused between adjacent cells in the same row or column; see Fig. 5 . That means that if the a-cell is c a c r;c (i.e., a cell in row r and column c), then the v-cell has to be c rAEI;c or c r;cAEI ; the distance between a-cell and vcell is just 1.
In addition, it has also been shown that a defect between cells (say I and P ) is symmetrical with respect to the two cells; for example, if the application of the operation ªwH cI X rI cP º (i.e., wI applied to c I and rI applied to c P ) causes a certain fault in c P , then the same fault will be caused by applying the operation ªrI cI X wH cP :º The only difference is that, in the first case, c P is the v-cell while in the second case c I is the v-cell. Therefore, for each a-cell c r;c , one can restrict the v-cell space to: a. c rI;c and c r;cI , b. c rÀI;c and c r;cI , c. c rI;c and c r;cÀI , or d. c rÀI;c and c r;cÀI . Note that, e.g., if for the Eell c r;c the two v-cells c rI;c and c r;cI are considered, then one does not need to consider c r;c as a v-cell when Eell c rI;c (or c r;cI ). This is because a defect between c r;c and c rI;c is symmetrical with respects to the two cells. When Eell c rI;c , then the two cells c rP;c and c rI;cI have to be considered as vcells; see Fig. 5 . This reduction in a-cell and v-cell spaces has a significantly impact on the condition to detect the PpP av faults and, therefore, on the test. It reduces the time complexity from Ân P to Ân. However, it requires the test to use topological addressing, rather than logical addressing [16] .
C o n d i t i o n 2PF2 av : Any wgp ds 8whp a n d wgp ds 8wsp is detectable by a march test if the test contains one of the four pairs of march elements of Case A (e.g., the pair of march elements of Case A.1 or of Case A.2, A.3, or A.4), of Case B, of Case C, and of Case D. These four pairs of march elements can be combined into one, two, three, four, five, six, or seven march elements. In addition, a march test satisfying this condition can also probabilistically detect wgp ds 8wp. That means that the detection of this fault cannot be guaranteed due to the fact that the read operation produces a random value. Note that a nested addressing sequence is used, e.g., B . Case A (to detect < wI X rI= 5 =H > a;v and < wI X rI=I=H > a;v )
A.1. . Case D: (to detect < wH X rH= 4 =I > a;v ) and < wH X rH=H=I > a;v Condition PpP av can be explained as follows: The operation ªwI r;c X rI rI;c º in the first pair of march elements of Case A.1 will sensitize and detect the faults < wI X rI= 5 =H > a;v , < wI X rI=I=H > a;v , and may detect < wI X rI=I=c > a;v , whereby the v-cell (i.e., c rI;c ) and the a-cell (c r;c ) are adjacent in the same column; while the operation ªwI r;c X rI r;cI º will detect the same faults when the v-cell and the a-cell (c r;cI ) are adjacent in the same row. It should be noted that, in case r R (or c C), then r I should be replaced with r Imod I R (and c I with c Imod C). The other three pairs of march elements of Case A detect the same faults as the first pair; however, they use different addressing orders. For example, Case A.2 considers the a-cell c r;c and the two v-cells c rÀI;c and c r;cI , etc. A similar explanation applies to Case B, Case C, and Case D.
TESTS FOR TWO-PORT FAULTS
The FFMs for 2P memory cell array faults are divided into 1PFs and 2PFs. The 1PFs are the conventional faults that can occur in SP memories; while the 2PFs are faults that are based on simultaneous operations applied to the 2P memory. Therefore, the test procedure can be divided into two parts:
1. Test(s) to detect 1PFs. 2. Test(s) to detect 2PFs. Tests for 1PFs are described in literature [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] ; while tests for 2PFs have to be derived. Below, tests for detecting 2PFs will be introduced. First, tests for 2PF1s will be presented and thereafter for 2PF2s.
Tests for the 2PF1s
The test shown in Fig. 6 , referred as March 2PF1, detects all 2PF1 faults. March 2PF1 consists of three march elements: M H , M I , and M P ; it has a test length of Un, whereby n is the size of the memory cell array. Note that the single read operations in M I and M P can be replaced with simultaneous read operations, e.g., ªrI X Àº can be replaced with ªrI X rI.º March 2PF1 detects all 2PF1 faults since it satisfies Condition 2PF1 of Section 3.2.1. The second march element of the test (i.e., M I ) contains the pairs of march elements of Case A.2, while M P contains the pairs of march elements A.1. The three march elements of the test can be merged into one or two elements without impacting the fault coverage.
It should be noted that simultaneous read and write operations of the same location (with read data discarded) is assumed to be allowed. If this is not supported, then the FFM whp8wp is not realistic; and as a consequence, March 2PF1 can be simplified. The result is shown in Fig. 7 , and referred as March 2PF1-; it has a test length of Tn. Note that the four march elements of the test can be merged into one, two, or three march elements.
Tests for the 2PF2s
The 2PF2s are divided, depending on the cells to which the simultaneous operations are applied, into three types: PpP a , PpP v , and PpP av ; see Fig. 3 . In the following, tests for each type will be introduced.
Tests for the 2PF2 a Faults
March PP F P a , shown in Fig. 8 , detects all PpP faults since it satisfies Condition PpP of Section 3.2: M I and M P contain the two march elements of Case A, while M Q and M R contain the two march elements of Case B. Note that the operations ªrH X Àº and ªrI X Àº in the test can be replaced with ªrH X rH,º respectively, with ªrI X rI.º March PpP a has a test length of IPn, and can also detect the 2PF1s: whp8whp and whp8wp; see also Table 5 .
March PpP a can be further optimized to a IHn test without impacting the fault coverage. The result is shown in Fig. 9 , and referred as March PP F P a À ; note that the operation ªrH X Àº in w S can be replaced with ªrH X rH.º Although the test of Fig. 9 does not explicitly contain the two pairs of march elements of Condition PpP a , it detects all PpP a faults; the sensitizing operations for PpP a faults are distributed over M I , M P , M Q , M R , and M S .
The PpP a faults consists of one FFM: wgp ds 8wgp ds with eight FPs: < wH X rdY H= 4 =À >; < wH X rdY I= 5 =À >; < wI X rdY H= 4 =À >; < wI X rdY I= 5 =À >; < rx X rxY H= 4 =À > and < rx X rxY I= 5 =À > ; whereby x P fH; Ig and d is the don't care value.
. The < rH X rHY H= 4 =À > a;v and the < wI X rdY H= 4 =À > a;v will be sensitized and detected by M I of Fig. 9 if the v-cell has a higher address than the a-cell, i.e., v > a. If v < a, then these faults will be sensitized and detected by M Q . . The < rI X rIY I= 5 =À > a;v and < wH X rdY I= 5 =À > a;v will be sensitized and detected by M P if v > a. If v < a, then these faults will be sensitized and detected by M R . . The < rH X rHY I= 5 =À > a;v and the < wI X rdY I= 5 =À > a;v will be sensitized by M I and detected by M P if v < a; while the same faults will be sensitized by M Q and detected by M R if v > a. . The < rI X rIY H= 4 =À > a;v and the < wH X rdY H= 4 =À > a;v will be sensitized by M P and detected by M Q if v < a; while the same faults will be sensitized by M R and detected by M S if v > a. Again, if simultaneous read and write is not supported, then the operations ªwx X rdº in March PpP a (and March PpP a À ) should be replaced with ªwx X n.º In that case, the PpP a will consist only of FPs based on two simultaneous read operations.
Tests for the 2PF2 v v Faults
The test detecting all PpP v faults is shown in Fig. 10 , and is referred as March PP F P v ; this test satisfies Condition PpP v of Section 3.2.2. w H initializes all memory cells to 0; which means that the state of all pairs (c a ; c v ) is 00. In the second march element, the v-cell is first read via the two ports simultaneously while the state of all pairs (c a ; c v ) is 00; therefore, the fault < HY rH X rH= 4 =I > a;v will be detected, while the fault < HY rH X rH= 4 =H > a;v will be sensitized (see Table 3 ). The latter will be detected by the next operation within the same march element. Thereafter, the v-cell will be written with 1, and then will be read via the two ports simultaneously. This means that simultaneous read operations are applied to v-cell while the state of all pairs (c a ; c v ) is 01; therefore, the fault < HY rI X rI= 5 =H > a;v will be detected, while the fault < HY rI X rI= 5 =I > a;v will be sensitized. The latter fault will be detected by the next read operation within the same march element. Finally, the v-cell is written with 0, such that all pairs (c a ; c v ) again enter state 00. A similar explanation can be given for march elements M P and M Q . Note that the operations ªrH X Àº and ªrI X Àº in M I and M Q can be replaced with ªrH X rH; º respectively, ªrI X rI;º and that March PpP v has a test length of IRn. Note also that March PpP v also detects the 2PF1 faults: whhp8whhp and whp8whp (see also Fig. 6 and Table 3 ).
March PpP v can also be optimized without impacting the fault coverage of the PpP v faults. The result is shown in Fig. 11 , and referred as March PP F P v À . It consists of five march elements and has a test length of IQn. Note that the addressing sequence of the optimized version is relevant; it is important for the fault coverage as it will be shown below. Note also that the operations ªrH X Àº and ªrI X Àº in the test can be replaced with ªrH X rH,º respectively, ªrI X rI.º
March PpP v À detects all PpP v faults since Condition PpP v of Section 3.2.2 is satisfied. Table 4 shows the operations performed on two cells c i and c j by the march elements of Fig. 11 . The table contains a column ªstate,º which identifies the state S i;j of the two cells (c i , c j ) before the operation is performed; and a column ªState S i;j ,º which identifies the state after the operation. The table shows that all states of (c i , c j ) (i.e., 00, 01, 11, 10) are generated and, in each state, two simultaneous read operations followed by (at least) a single read operation are applied to cell c i and c j .
Tests for the 2PF2 av av Faults
The test shown in Fig. 12 , referred to as March PP F av , detects all wgp ds 8whp faults, all wgp ds 8wsp faults, and also, probabilistically detects wgp ds 8wp faults since it satisfies Condition PpP av of Section 3. Below, an optimal version of March PpP av will be given. The test, referred to as March PP F P av À , is shown in Fig. 13 ; it has a test length of Wn and consists of nine march elements, each with only one operation. It can be clearly seen that the test, similar to March PpP av , covers the PpP av faults since it satisfies Condition PpP av of Section 3.2.2: w I , w P , w Q , and w R contain the first march elements of Case B.1, Case A.1, Case C.1, and Case D.1, respectively; while w S , w T , w U , and w V contain the second march elements of Case B.1, Case A.1, Case C.1, and Case D.1, respectively.
Another optimal version of March PpP av is shown in Fig. 14 . It has also a test length of Wn, but it consists only of three march elements. The test satisfies Condition PpP av of Section 3.2.2 as follows: w P contains the first march elements of Case B.1, Case A.1, Case C.1, and Case D.1; while w Q contains the second march elements of Case B.1, Case A.1, Case C.1, and Case D.1. Note that the read and the write operations are interchanged in some cases, e.g., ªwI X rHº changed into ªrH X wI.º This has no negative impact on the fault coverage of the PpP av faults since, if a certain defect between adjacent cells (say c I and c P ) causes a fault sensitized by ªwI cI X rH cP º (i.e., wI applied to c I and rI applied to c P ), then the same fault will also be sensitized with ªrH cI X wI cP ;º the only difference is that, in the first case, c P is the victim cell (i.e, the cell where the fault effect appears), while, in the second case c I is the victim cell [13] .
Classification of 2PF Tests
The proposed march tests for 2P memories can be classified, based on the type of addressing they use, into two classes:
. Single-addressing tests: These are tests which access one cell at a time (i.e., both ports use the same address). March s2PF can be further optimized without impacting the fault coverage by splitting M I and M R each into two march elements. Fig. 16 shows the result, referred to as March s2PF-. It consists of six march elements and has a test length of IRn, i.e., Pn less than March s2PF. That means that if this version is used to detect 2PF1, PpP a , and PpP v faults, then the test time reduction will be SU:SU7 (i.e., from QQn to IRn). Note that the addressing sequence of the optimized version is relevant; it is important for the fault coverage.
March s2PF-detects all 2PF1s since it satisfies Condition 2PF1 of Section 3.2.1: M I and M P (also M Q and M R ) contain the pair B.1, while M P and M Q (also M R and M S ) contain the pair B.2. In addition, it detects all Pp a faults. Note that the march elements of March s2PF2-are the same as those of March PpP a À (see Fig. 9 ); except w I , w P , w Q , and w R are extended with read operations (that do not impact the fault coverage). Moreover, all PpP v faults will be detected since w I through w R of March s2PF-are the same as those of March PpP v (see Fig. 11 ), with the only difference that ªwH X Àº in w P and w R is replaced with ªwH X rIº, and ªwI X Àº in w I and w Q with ªwI X rH;º that does not impact the fault coverage.
It should be noted that for March s2PF and its optimal version, simultaneous read and write of the same location has to be allowed. If this is not the case, then all operations ªwx X ryº in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 should be replaced with ªwx X nY º whereby x; y P fH; Ig. Table 5 summarizes the tests introduced in this section. It shows their required number of operations (i.e., test length (T.L.)) including the initialization, together with their fault coverage; see also Fig. 4 .
Summary of 2P Tests
Based on the above classification, one can conclude that the test for 2PFs in 2P memories can be done using two linear march tests: March d2PF, i.e., or March PpP av (or its optimized version) with a test length of IHn (Wn), and March s2PF (or its optimized version) with a test length of ITn (14n).
TEST STRATEGY
The realistic FFMs for 2P memories have been derived and divided into 1PFs and 2PFs. Tests for 1PFs are know in the literature like in [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] ; while tests for 2PFs have been devolved in the previous section. Now, the test strategy can be established. Fig. 17 shows the test strategy for 2P memory (with two read write ports). First, the 1PFs are tested by applying SP tests (like March C- [20] ). Note that it is necessary to apply the tests through each port separately. This is because the 1PFs can be cell faults or port faults; whereby, a cell fault is a fault caused by a defect within a memory cell (e.g., an open at the pull down of the cell), while a port fault is a fault caused by a defect related to a certain port (e.g., an open in the bit line of port a ). The cell faults can be thus tested just via one port; however, port faults requires the test to be applied via each port separately.
After testing 1PFs, the dies may and may not pass the applied SP tests. If the die fail SP test(s), then it does not make sense to test it for 2PFs. However, if the die pass SP test(s), the application of the 2P tests is required. It has been shown in the previous section that all 2PFs can be tested by March s2PF-and March d2PF-. Therefore, one can only use these two tests to detect the 2PFs for the dies passing the SP test(s). Since each SP test (e.g., March C-) is a single-addressing test as well as March s2PF-, these tests can be merged into a single test. The later has to be applied once via each ports due to the port related faults.
TEST RESULTS/FAULT PROBABILITIES
In order to determine the importance of each FFM, their probabilities of occurrence have been calculated by using two approaches [13] . First, by assuming that all SDs are equal likely (E.L) to occur and then by using Inductive Fault Analysis (IFA). IFA has been used to perform to two different layouts ML and WL, with sizes of 32Kbits and 64 Kbits, respectively. The two layouts implement the same electrical memory circuit of Fig. 1 . The results are shown in Table 6 . It should be noted that the used IFA tool does not deal with partial opens, i.e., opens with a resistance value R op < I; therefore, only shorts and bridges (see Section 2) have been considered with IFA. Since DRFs are caused only by opens, their probabilities cannot be determined for ML and WL; it is given in the table as ªnot applicable (n.a).º It's clear from the table that the probability of occurrence of a FFM is layout dependent. A FFM which is not realistic for a certain layout can have a considerable probability for another one, e.g., the wgp ds 8wsp has a probability of H:UPS7 for ML and of H7 for WL (using IFA). That means that, in order to reach a very high fault coverage, a test algorithm designer has to take all FFMs into consideration.
Note that for ML, WR:RHW7 of the faults are 1PFs and S:SWI7 are 2PFs; while for WL, 2PFs consists of I:QVU7 (that is 9 R times smaller than 2PFs for ML). Versions of the two march tests, March s2PF and March d2PF2, have been implemented at Intel. The tests have been applied to 2P memory dies (with ML layout as well as with WL layout) that pass all Intel SP memory tests. The test results show that, from 33,830 good ML dies (i.e., passing all SP tests), 23 dies fail to pass the implemented tests: seven fail to pass March 2PF1 and 21 fail to pass March d2PF2; note that five dies fail to pass both tests. That means that the tests detect H:HTUV7 of the dies passing all SP tests; which corresponds with a level of 680 Defects per Million (DPM). Moreover, the test results show that, from 2,165,868 good WL dies, 305 dies fail for 2P tests; which corresponds with a level of 141 DPM. (that is 9 R:V times smaller than DPM level for ML). It is interesting to note that the fault coverage of the 2P tests for ML and WL is proportional with the probabilities of occurrence of 2PFs, as predicted by IFA.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, realistic fault models for two-port memories have been presented. They are divided into single-port faults (1PFs) and two-port faults (2PFs). The 1PFs can be detected using the conventional SP memory tests, while the 2PFs require special tests; this is because the sensitization of 2PFs requires the use of the two ports simultaneously. The 2PF2s are further divided into 2PFs involving a single cell (2PF1s) and 2PFs involving two-cells (2PF2s). Depending on to which cells the two simultaneous operations are applied (i.e., to the aggressor cell (a-cell) and/or to the victim cell (v-cell)), the 2PFs are divided into PpP a s (whereby, both sensitizing operations have to be applied to the a-cell), PpP v s (whereby, both sensitizing operations have to be applied to the v-cell), and PpP av s (whereby, one sensitizing operation has to be applied to the a-cell and one to the v-cell); whereby, the v-cell is the cell where the fault appears, while the a-cell is the cell to which the sensitizing operation(s) (state) should be applied.
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